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Data Disclaimer and Privacy Statement

1. Main Page Statement: The CWRA recognizes the importance of the security of personal information posted to the CWRA website and believes that the responsible use of personal information collected on its website is critical to the Association's objectives and reputation. The extent and type of information we receive on our external websites depends on the information provided to us. As part of our commitment to privacy, we have adopted an Online Privacy Statement Click the link below for details.

2. Secondary Link for further information: The Canadian Water Resources Association (CWRA) is a not-for-profit, private and registered professional association that promotes effective water management in Canada. Other organizations or corporations who link to the CWRA website are deemed to be legally distinct and separate entities. The information contained and accessed on the CWRA website (the "Site") is provided by the CWRA for information and guidance and is not intended to serve as a substitute for any advisory or other professional advice, consultation or service.

Depending on specific facts or circumstances, the application of laws and regulations may vary among Provinces and Territories. Based on the fundamental universal conditions of electronic communication processes, the CWRA does not guarantee or warrant the Site will be uninterrupted, without delay, error-free, omission-free, or virus-free. Therefore, the information is provided "as is" without expressed or implied warranties of any kind including accuracy, timeliness and completeness. In no event shall the CWRA, its branches or affiliates, managing directors, executive, agents or employees be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, punitive, consequential damages (including but not limited to, liability for loss of use, data or profits), without regard to the form of any action, including but not limited to, contract, negligence or other tortious actions arising out of or in connection with the Site or any content on or accessed by use of the Site. Third-party links are provided as a convenience to our users. CWRA does not control and is not responsible or liable for the content or activities on these third-party sites. You may want to read the privacy policy of each web site you visit to determine what information is collected. CWRA is obligated to protect its reputation and trademarks and reserves the right to request removal of any link to the Site.

The CWRA and related Affiliate logos are a trademark of the CWRA.
- Also the CSHS and CANCID, Project Wet
- The following Web link activities are explicitly prohibited by the CWRA and may present trademark and copyright infringement issues:
- Links that involve unauthorized use of our logo
- Framing, inline links or metatags
- Hyperlinks or a form of link that disguises the URL and bypasses the homepage CWRA
Online Privacy Statement

We only use your personally identifiable information to respond to your requests and to provide you with information about the CWRA. For example, if you send us an email message requesting information about the CWRA, we will use your email address and other information you supplied to respond to your request. No personally identifiable information is collected, and we do not sell or trade personally identifiable information. Our personnel with access to this data have been trained and are committed to maintain the confidentiality of information that may be posted on the CWRA website. When you browse our web site, the following information is collected:

- the IP (internet protocol) address of your internet service provider;
- the web browser you use;
- the pages you viewed; and
- your country

The CWRA recognizes its responsibility for protecting the personal information and online privacy of all Site users. If you have questions or comments about our administration of your personal information or this privacy policy, please contact us at info@cwra.org. Since this email address is being protected from spambots, JavaScript must be enabled to view it. You may also use this address to communicate any concerns you may have regarding compliance with our Online Privacy Policy.

What do we do with the information we collect?

We use the collected information to analyze the use and improve the performance of the CWRA website using Google Analytics and other tools. We do not use the collected information to identify web site users.

Does the CWRA Site use cookies?

This website uses Google Analytics to help analyze how the Site is used. The tool uses “cookies”, which are text files placed on your computer to collect standard Internet log information and visitor behavior information in an anonymous form. The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website (including IP address) is transmitted to Google. This information is then used to evaluate visitors’ use of the web site and to compile statistical reports on website activity.

You are able to choose whether to accept cookies by changing the settings of your browser. Please note some features of the Site may be limited if you choose not to accept cookies.